Abstract Binary linear codes with good parameters have important applications in secret sharing schemes, authentication codes, association schemes, and consumer electronics and communications. In this paper, we construct several classes of binary linear codes from vectorial Boolean functions and determine their parameters, by further studying a generic construction developed by Ding et al. recently. First, by employing perfect nonlinear functions and almost bent functions, we obtain several classes of six-weight linear codes which contains the all-one codeword. Second, we investigate a subcode of any linear code mentioned above and consider its parameters. When the vectorial Boolean function is a perfect nonlinear function or a Gold function in odd dimension, we can completely determine the weight distribution of this subcode. Besides, our linear codes have larger dimensions than the ones by Ding et al.'s generic construction.
Introduction
Boolean functions are the building blocks of symmetric-key cryptography and coding theory. Symmetric-key cryptography includes block ciphers and stream ciphers. Boolean functions are used to create substitution boxes (S-boxes) with good cryptographic properties (low differential uniformity, high algebraic degree, large nonlinearity and so on) in block ciphers, and utilized as nonlinear filters and combiners in stream ciphers when they satisfy the main cryptographic criteria simultaneously. Error-correcting codes have long been known to have many applications in CD players, high speed communications, cellular phones, and (massive) data storage devices. They have been widely studied by many researchers in the past four decades and a lot of progresses on coding theory have been made. Particularly, Boolean functions can be used to construct binary linear and nonlinear codes, and the two related classes of binary codes which are the Reed-Muller [1, 2] codes and Kerdock codes [3, 4, 5] are well-known.
Binary linear codes with good parameters have wide applications in secret sharing schemes [6, 7, 8, 9] , authentication codes [10, 11] , and association schemes [12] , in addition to their applications in consumer electronics and communications. In the past two decades, the design of binary linear codes derived from (vectorial) Boolean functions has been a research topic of increasing importance. Many classes of binary codes with good parameters have been obtained, for instance see [13, 14] and the references therein. Generally speaking, there are two generic constructions of binary linear from (vectorial) Boolean functions. The first one is based on highly nonlinear vectorial Boolean functions such as perfect nonlinear (PN) functions and almost bent functions. For an (m, s)-function, this construction can generate a linear code with length 2 m and dimension at most m + s + 1. The second construction is based on the support set of some highly nonlinear Boolean functions such as bent and semibent functions. For an m-variable Boolean function, such construction can provide a linear code such that the length of this code is equal to the size of the support of this function and the dimension of this code is at most m+1 [13, 14] . In the present paper, we extent the second construction to vectorial Boolean functions. In general, for an (m, s)-function F and an arbitrary component function f , we can construct a linear code such that the length of this code is equal to the size of the support of f , the dimension of this code is at most m + s, and the minimum Hamming distance can be expressed by means of the nonlinearity of F . When F is an arbitrary PN function or AB function, we can determine the length, dimension, and weight distribution of the linear codes generated by our construction. All of these codes are six-weight linear codes and contain the all-one codeword; When m is small, some examples of our linear codes are optimal or at least have the same parameters as the best known codes [15] (see some examples in Remark 1). Further, we define a subcode of any linear code given above and consider its weight distribution. When F is a PN function or Gold function in odd dimension, we can completely determine the weight distribution of such subcode.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the notation and the necessary preliminaries required for the subsequent sections are reviewed. In Section 3, we present the construction of linear codes from vectorial Boolean functions and provide the parameters of those codes. In Section 4, we focus on calculating the weight distributions of some subcodes of the codes given in Section 3. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Preliminaries
For any positive integer m, we denote by F m 2 the vector space of m-tuples over the finite field F 2 = {0, 1}, and by F 2 m the finite field of order 2 m . For simplicity, we denote by F m * 2 the set F m 2 \ {(0, 0, · · · , 0)}, and F * 2 m denotes the set F 2 m \ {0}. We use + (resp. ) to denote the addition (resp. a multiple sum) in Z or in the finite field F 2 m , and ⊕ (resp. ) to denote the addition (resp. a multiple sum) in F 2 . For simplicity, when there will be no ambiguity, we shall allow us to use + instead of ⊕. The vector space F m 2 is isomorphic to the finite field F 2 m through the choice of some basis of F 2 m over F 2 . Indeed, let (λ 1 , λ 2 , · · · , λ m ) be a basis of F 2 m over F 2 , then every vector x = (x 1 , · · · , x m ) of F m 2 can be identified with the element x 1 λ 1 + x 2 λ 2 + · · · + x m λ m ∈ F 2 m . The finite field F 2 m can then be viewed as an mdimensional vector space over F 2 ; each of its elements can be identified with a binary vector of length m, the element 0 ∈ F 2 m is identified with the all-zero vector. We shall use x to denote indifferently elements in F 2 m and in F 
We say that a Boolean function f ∈ B m is balanced if its truth table contains an equal number of ones and zeros, that is, if its Hamming weight equals 2 m−1 , where the Hamming weight of f , denoted by n f , is defined as the size of the support of f in which the support of f is defined as D f = {x ∈ F m 2 |f (x) = 0}. Given two Boolean functions f and g in m variables, the Hamming distance between f and g is defined as
}|. Any Boolean function f of m variables can also be expressed in terms of a polynomial in
where a u ∈ F 2 . This representation is called the algebraic normal form (ANF). The algebraic degree, denoted by deg(f ), is the maximal value of wt(u) such that a u = 0. A Boolean function is an affine function if its algebraic degree is at most 1. The set of all affine functions of m variables is denoted by A m . Recall that F 2 m is isomorphic as a F 2 -vector space to F m 2 through the choice of some basis of F 2 m over F 2 . The Boolean functions over F 2 m can also be uniquely expressed by a univariate polynomial
, and the addition is modulo 2. The algebraic degree deg(f ) under this representation is equal to max{wt(i) : a i = 0, 0 ≤ i < 2 m }, where i is the binary expansion of i (see e.g. [16] ). The nonlinearity nl(f ) of a Boolean function f ∈ B m is defined as the minimum Hamming distance between f and all the affine functions:
In other words, the nonlinearity of a Boolean function f in m variables equals the minimum Hamming distance between the binary vector of length 2 m listing the values of the function to the Reed-Muller code RM(1, m) of length 2 m . The maximal nonlinearity of all Boolean functions in m variables equals by definition the covering radius of RM(1, m) [17] . Let x = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x m ) and a = (a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a m ) both belong to F m 2 and let a · x be any inner product; for instance the usual inner product
Note that changing the inner product changes the order of the values of the Walsh transform but not the multiset of these values which is called the Walsh spectrum. Over F 2 m , the Walsh transform of the Boolean function f at α ∈ F 2 m can be defined by
x 2 ti is the trace function from F 2 m to F 2 t in which t is a positive divisor of m. The well-known Parseval relation [18] (m+1)/2 }, then we say that f is semi-bent (or near-bent ).
The nonlinearity of a Boolean function f ∈ B m can be calculated as
Given two integers m and s, a mapping from 
We call extended Walsh spectrum of G (and we shall denote by EW G ) the multi-set of the absolute values of all the Walsh transform of G. The nonlinearity nl(G) of an (m, s)-function G is the minimum Hamming distance between all the component functions of G and all affine functions in m variables. According to the definition of Walsh transform, we have
The nonlinearity nl(G) is upper-bounded by 2 m−1 − 2 m−1 2 when m = s. This upper bound is tight for odd m = s. For even n = m, the best known value of the nonlinearity of (n, m)-functions is 2 n−1 − 2 n 2 . 
Linear codes from vectorial Boolean functions
In this section, we will give a method for obtaining linear codes from vectorial Boolean functions and get the parameters of those codes.
Let us first recall some basic definitions related to linear codes. Let p be a prime, m a positive integer, r a positive divisor of m and q = p r . An [n, k, d] q linear code C over F q is a k-dimensional subspace of F 
For a given codeword a = (a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a n ) ∈ C, the Hamming weight wt(a) is defined as the number of nonzero coordinates. A generator matrix G of a linear [n, k, d] code C is a k × n matrix whose rows form a basis of C. The dual code C ⊥ is the orthogonal subspace under the usual inner product in F n q . Usually, if the context is clear we omit the subscript q by convention in the sequel. Highly nonlinear Boolean and vectorial Boolean functions (or more generally functions valued in F q ) have important applications in cryptography and coding theory. In coding theory, such functions have been used to construct linear codes with good parameters, for instance in papers [13, 14, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] . Let m, s be two integers and F be a vectorial Boolean function from F 2 m to F 2 s . For any λ ∈ F * 2 s , we denote by f λ the Boolean function T r s 1 (λF ) which is a component function of F . Recall from Section 2 that n f λ denotes the Hamming weight of f λ and
we define a linear code of length n f λ over F 2 as follows:
where c x,y = T r Proof. By (1), it is clear that every codeword in C D f λ has length n f λ . We now prove that the linear code
For doing this, we only need to prove that for any two distinct pairs (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ) ∈ F 2 m × F 2 s the Hamming distance between codewords c x 1 ,y 1 and c x 2 ,y 2 is not equal to zero, i.e., d H (c x 1 ,y 1 , c x 2 ,y 2 ) = 0, where c x,y is defined by (1) . Define
Thus we get
We distinguish the following three cases to calculate the values of d H (c x 1 ,y 1 , c x 2 ,y 2 ).
Obviously, in this case x 1 + x 2 = 0 and
This implies that
Case 2.
which is equivalent to
.
If
according to (2) .
Note that λ + y 1 + y 2 = 0 in this case. We have
Thus, we have A = 1 2
and hence, by (2),
Combining (3), (4) and (5), we have
for y 1 + y 2 ∈ {0, λ}, and by (6) we have
for
> 0.
The last inequality follows from the condition 2 m − 2nl(F ) < n f λ which means that Proof. Suppose that the component functions of
2 , since any function in A m (the set of m-variable Boolean functions with algebraic degree no more than 1) has nonlinearity 0 and the (m, s)-function F has nonlinearity greater than 0. Therefore, l(f i + T r This completes the proof.
Let F be a perfect nonlinear function from F 2 m to F 2 m/2 , where m is even. It is well-known that all values in the extended Walsh spectrum of F are equal to 2 m/2 . Thus, by Theorem 1, we can immediately get the following two corollaries. 
We have mentioned that Nyberg proved in [20] that an (m, s)-function is perfect nonlinear (or equivalently, bent) only if m is even and s ≤ m/2. In fact, for any even integer m ≥ 4, bent vectorial (m, m/2)-functions do exist. For examples, we list below some primary constructions of bent vectorial (m, m/2)-functions in the form of [20] , where the product xπ(y) is calculated in F 2 m/2 , L is any linear or affine mapping from F 2 m/2 onto itself, π is any permutation of F 2 m/2 and H is any (m/2, m/2)-function. [27, 28] .
, where G is a balanced (m/2, m/2)-function. The component functions of F belongs to the class of PS ap functions [29] .
, where G is an o-polynomial on F 2 m/2 . This class bent vectorial functions are called H class in [30] .
There are also some primary constructions of bent vectorial (m, m/2)-functions from single term or multiple terms trace functions, see for examples in [31, 32] . Remark 1. When m is small, some linear codes introduced in Corollary 1 are optimal or at least have the same parameters as the best known codes listed in [15] . For examples:
• For m = 6, we define F (x, y) = (T r If F is an almost bent function from F 2 m to itself, then by definition, all values in the extended Walsh spectrum of F belong to the set {0, 2 (m+1)/2 }.
Corollary 2. Let F be an almost bent function from F 2 m to itself. Then there esixts three linear codes with parameters
We list the known power almost bent functions F (x) = x d on F 2 m in the following:
, where gcd(m, i) = 1 is odd [33] . These power functions are called Gold functions.
d = 2
(m−1)/2 + 3. These power functions were conjectured AB by Welch and this was proved by Canteaut, Charpin and Dobbertin in [35] .
(m−1)/2 + 2 (m−1)/4 − 1, where m ≡ 1 mod 4. These power functions were conjectured AB by Niho, and this was proved by Hollman and Xiang in [36] .
(m−1)/2 + 2 (3m−1)/4 − 1, where m ≡ 3 mod 4. These power functions were also conjectured AB by Niho, and this was proved by Hollman and Xiang in [36] . The power functions in these two last cases are called Niho functions.
Remark 2. For small number of m, some linear codes introduced in Corollary 2 are optimal or the same as the best known codes [15] 3. For n = 9, we define F (x) = x 3 on F 2 9 , in which the finite field F 2 9 generated by the default primitive polynomial x 9 + x 4 + 1 in Magma version 2.12-16. Let f λ be the function T r Table 1 , where 
Proof. Note that for any λ ∈ F * 2 m/2 the Boolean function f λ is a bent function and hence f λ (a) = ±2 m/2 for all a ∈ F 2 m . Thus, we have
In what follows, we discuss the weight distribution of C D f λ . Since the code C D f λ is linear, the Hamming wights of all nonzero codewords of C D f λ belong to the set constituted by the values of Hamming distances between all pairs of codewords in C D f λ . Thus, by (7) and (8) we can see that the Hamming wights of all codewords of C D f λ belong to the set {1/2n f λ ± 2 m/2−2 , 1/2n f λ ± 2 m/2−1 , 1/2n f λ , n f λ } ∪ {0}. So we can assume that the codewords in C D f λ have weights:
since the all values in the extended Walsh spectrum of F are equal to 2 m/2 . We now determine the number A w i of codewords with weight w i in C D f λ , where i = 1, 2, · · · , 7. Clearly we have A w 1 = A w 7 = 1. Furthermore, it follows from (7) and (8) that the Hamming weight of any nonzero codeword c x,y belongs to the set {1/2n f λ ± 2 m/2−2 , n f λ } if and only if y ∈ {0, λ}. Note that the set {c x,y : x ∈ F 2 m , y ∈ {0, λ}} includes the all-one and all-zero vectors. So we have w 3 + w 5 = |{c x,y : x ∈ F 2 m , y ∈ {0, λ}}| − 2 = 2 m+1 − 2 and then A Recall that A w 1 = A w 7 = 1 and A w 3 = A w 5 = 2 m − 1 and note that A w 2 = A w 6 . Thus
By solving this system of equations, we can get the weight distribution of C D f λ given in Table 1 . This completes the proof.
The weight distribution of C D f λ when F is an almost bent functions Lemma 1 ([38]
). Let f be a Boolean function of m variables such that its Walsh spectrum takes at most three values 0, ±2 s . Then |{a ∈ F Lemma 2. Let F (x) = x d be an almost bent function over F 2 m , where m is odd and
and N f λ (t) = 0 for every other value of t.
Proof. Note that
where w = x(λ + y)
This completes the proof.
Theorem 3. Let F (x) = x d be an almost bent function over F 2 m , where m is odd and
]-code with the weight distribution given in Table 2 , where f λ = T r m 1 (λF ). Proof. It is clear that for any λ ∈ F * 2 m the Boolean function f λ is a semi-bent function and hence f λ (a) ∈ {0, ±2 (m+1)/2 } for all a ∈ F 2 m and nl(F ) = 2 m−1 − 2 (m−1)/2 . Note that F is bijective. We have f λ is balanced for any λ ∈ F * 2 s [28] and hence n f λ = 2 m−1 .
In what follows we determine the weight distribution of C D f λ . Let us consider the Hamming weight of c x,y for any (x, y) ∈ F 2 m × F 2 m , where c x,y is defined in (1) . Recall that the all values in the extended Walsh spectrum of F are belong to the set {0, 2 (m+1)/2 }, then by (7) and (8) we can see that the codewords in C D f λ have weights: 
The weight distribution of subcodes
The linear code C D f λ defined by (1) includes the all-one codeword. In this sections, we focus on calculating the weight distribution of those subcodes of C D f λ which do not contain the all-one codewords.
For any λ ∈ F * 2 s , we denote by H λ a set such that: (1) H λ is a vector subspace of F s 2 with dimension s − 1; and (2) H λ ∪ {λ + H λ } = F 2 s , i.e., F 2 s = {x + y : x ∈ {0, λ}, y ∈ H λ }. Let m, s be two integers and F be a vectorial Boolean function from F 2 m to F 2 s . For any λ ∈ F * 2 s , we denote by f λ the Boolean function T r s 1 (λF ) and define a linear code of length n f λ over F 2 as follows:
where
Let F be an (m, s)-function, where m, s be two integers. It can be easily checked that, for any λ ∈ F * 2 s , the linear code C D f λ ,H λ defined by (10) is a subcode of C D f λ defined by (1) . By Proposition 1, we directly have the following theorem.
The weight distribution of
Theorem 5. Let F be a perfect nonlinear function from F 2 m , where m is even, to
-code with the weight distribution given in Table 3 , where
as the size of the support of f λ . 
Proof. Recall that for any λ ∈ F * 2 m/2 the Boolean function f λ is a bent function and so f λ (a) = ±2 m/2 for all a ∈ F 2 m . This implies that n f λ = |{x ∈ F 2 m : f λ (x) = 1}| ∈ {2 m−1 − 2 n/2−1 , 2 m−1 + 2 n/2−1 }. Recall also that F has nonlinearity 2 m−1 − 2 m/2−1 . By Theorem 4 we have that C D f λ ,H λ is a linear code with length n f λ and dimension 3m/2 − 1.
In the rest of this proof, we determine the weight distribution of C D f λ ,H λ . It can be easily seen that the code C D f λ ,H λ does not include the all-one codeword. Thus, by recalling the proof of Theorem 2, we can assume that the codewords in C D f λ ,H λ have weights:
We now determine the number A w i of codewords with weight w i in C D f λ ,H λ , where i = 1, 2, · · · , 6. Obviously we have A w 1 = 1. By (7) and (8), the Hamming weight of any nonzero codeword c x,y , where c x,y is defined by 10, belongs to the set {1/2n f λ ± 2 m/2−2 , n f λ } if and only if y ∈ {0, λ}. Note that λ ∈ H λ ; the Hamming weight of any nonzero codeword c x,y belongs to the set {1/2n f λ ± 2 m/2−2 , n f λ } if and only if
We can easily see that C ′ is a subcode of C D f λ ,H λ with length n f λ and dimension m. Moreover, we can see that the codewords in C ′ have weights w 1 , w 3 , w 5 and the numbers of codewords in C ′ with weight w 1 , w 3 , w 5 respectively are equal to A w 1 , A w 3 , A w 5 respectively. It follows from [18, Theorem 10] that the minimum weight of the dual code of C ′ is no less than 3 since any two elements d i and d j of the set D f λ must be distinct if i = j. According to the first two Pless Power Moments [37, p. 260], we have
Recall that A w 1 = 1. By solving this system of equations, we have
2 )/2. By [18, Theorem 10], we immediately get that the minimum weight of the dual code of C ′ is no less than 3 since any two elements d i and d j of the set D f λ must be distinct if i = j. According to the first three Pless Power Moments [37, p. 260], we have
Recall that the values A w 1 , A w 3 , A w 5 . Then by solving this system of equations, we can get the values of A w 4 , A w 2 , A w 6 . This completes the proof. 
The weight distribution of C D f λ ,H λ when F is a Gold function
For odd m and e = 2 i + 1 where gcd(i, m) = 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ (n − 1)/2, the (m, m)-functions F (x) = x e are called Gold functions (Gold functions also exist in even dimensions, but we only consider the odd case in this paper). These functions are almost bent and are bijective. We now consider the weight distribution of the linear codes from the Gold functions in odd dimensions. We first need the following lemmas. 
Proof. It is easy to see that 
. We now prove that T is a subspace with dimension m − 1. Clearly, 0 ∈ T since f is balanced. Moreover, |T | = 2 m−1 according to Lemma 1. Hence, for proving that T is a subspace with dimension m − 1, we only need to prove that for any two distinct elements α, β ∈ T such that f (α) = f (β) = 0 we have f (α + β) = 0. Note that 0 = f 2 (α) = x,y∈F 2 m (−1)
T r m 1 ((α+β)w ′ ) )), which is equal to 0 since T r
Therefore, T is a subspace with dimension m − 1. In what follows, we will prove the rest assertion of this lemma. From the above discussion, we only need to prove w = w ′ . Note that 0 = α∈T f 2 (α) = α∈T x,y∈F 2 m (−1)
m . This implies that w ′ = w and thus we finish the proof of the second part of this lemma.
The following lemma can be easily checked, so we omit the proof. 
(by Lemma 3)
It is easy to see that w ∈ T ⊥ , thus we have x∈F 2 m (−1) f (x)+f (x+w) = 0 by Lemma 4. So we have α∈E f 2 (α) = 2 2m−1 . Recall that f is semi-bent. Thus, we have
Then we have N f (E, 0) = 2 m−2 . Note also that
Then by Lemma 3, we have α∈E f (α) = 2 m (1 − f (0) − f (w)), which is equivalent to saying that
Combining Equations (11) and (12), we can deduce that
). This completes the proof. Lemma 7. Let f ν , f λ and f µ be three Boolean functions of m variables such that
n fν , where n fν denotes the size of support of f ν .
Proof. We have
Lemma 8. Let F (x) = x e be the Gold functions in odd dimension m ≥ 5, where e = 2 i + 1 and i is such that gcd(i, n) = 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ (n − 1)/2. Let f λ = T r n 1 (λF ) and f µ = T r n 1 (µF ) be two Boolean functions, where λ, µ are two distinct elements of F * 2 m . We define a subset S λ formed by the codewords as follows:
Then the weight distribution of the codewords included in S λ is shown as in Table 4 . 
Proof. Note that for any x ∈ F 2 m we have
This implies that, for any x ∈ F * 2 m , we have
We can easily see that for any x ∈ F 2 m , f λ (x) − f µ (x) ∈ {0, ±2 (m+1)/2 , ±2 (m+3)/2 }. Therefore, for obtaining the weight distribution of the codewords in S λ , we need to calculate the distribution of the values 0,
2 )},
If the values of c i for 1 ≤ i ≤ 9 are known, then we can obtain the distribution of the values 0, ±2 (m+1)/2 , ±2 (m+3)/2 in the set { f λ (x) − f µ (x) : x ∈ F 2 m } and hence give the weight distribution of the codewords in S λ . We now compute the values of c i for 1 ≤ i ≤ 9. By Lemma 4, T 0 and S 0 are two subspaces of F 
Similarly, it follows from α∈F 2 m f λ (α) + f µ (α) 
Combining ( 
By (19) and (22) we have 
by (26) and (20) . Thus, we have obtained the values of c i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 9 and then we get the weight distribution of the codewords in S λ according to the definitions of c i and (13). This completes the proof. Then we can easily obtain Table 5 Table 6 . Example 2. For m = 9, we define F (x) = x 3 , where x ∈ F 2 9 . Let λ = 1 in (10). Thus we have f λ = T r 9 1 (x 3 ) and H λ = {x ∈ F 2 9 : T r 9 1 (x) = 0}. 
Conclusion
Inspired by a generic recent construction developed by Ding et al., we constructed several classes of binary linear codes from vectorial Boolean functions and determined their parameters. Firstly, by employing PN functions and AB functions we obtained several classes of six-weight linear codes which contain the all-one codeword. Secondly, we defined a subcode in any linear code we constructed and considered its parameter. When the vectorial Boolean function is a PN function or a Gold AB function (in odd dimension), we completely determined the weight distribution of this subcode. Besides, our linear codes have more larger dimensions than the ones by Ding et al.'s generic construction.
